1) Improve pull-out on Mendenhall Loop Rd. between Lee St. and University Dr. (lake side)
2) Upgrade gravel parking area at Mendenhall Loop Rd. trailhead for Auke Lake trail (at Goat Hill) to include a pocket park.
3) Trail connections between the Auke Lake trail and Mendenhall Greenbelt
4) Separated path/trail connections complete a loop around Auke Lake and connect to the UAS campus
5) Connect the Auke Bay Elementary School trails to Spaulding Meadows trail
6) Cultural park at Indian Point, including trails and shelters
7) Improve existing trails for cross-country skiing
8) “Gateway” park to State Marine Parks (especially Channel Islands)
9) **Community garden**
10) Pocket park
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11) Playground
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12) General lawn/green area
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13) Indoor assembly space
14) Indoor (sports) recreation space
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15) Outdoor assembly space
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16) Outdoor (sports) recreation space
17) Skate/bike park
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18) Improve CBJ trail to Auke Lake from Mendenhall Loop Road (near Lake Shore Dr.)
19) Separated path connection from Auke Bay sidewalk and/or seawalk to ferry terminal
20) Seawalk from Statter Harbor to Auke Creek
21) Seawalk from Statter Harbor to Fisherman’s Bend
22) Seawalk from Statter Harbor to Spaulding Meadows trail
23) Covered bicycle parking in central locations (Statter Harbor, UAS, Squire’s Rest, etc.)
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24) Campground
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25) Street furniture and plantings consistently throughout area
End